It’s beautiful out there. Explore.

Canoe. Kayak. SUP. Kayak Fishing. They’re our passion too.
Sea kayaking or touring is the sport of paddling on the open water of lakes, bays, and oceans. Touring can involve journeys ranging from a few hours to many weeks, along protected coastlines and inland lakes or out in the open sea. Sea kayaks are seaworthy small boats with a covered deck and the ability to incorporate a spraydeck to keep water from entering the boat. They are much longer than whitewater kayaks, offering cargo capacity, ease of straight-line paddling, and comfort for long journeys. Sea kayaks generally accommodate one or two paddlers together with room for camping gear, food, water and other supplies. Sea kayaks usually range in length from 11-18 ft/3.3m–5.5m for solo craft, and up to 25 ft/7.6m for tandem craft. Increasing the length of a kayak generally adds speed, which is useful for covering long distances. Longer kayaks are also less maneuverable, as turning quickly is not as important in open water. Sea kayaks provide an excellent way to get out on the water – for a day or a week, on familiar terrain or unknown territory, alone or with family and friends.
P&H
CETUS LV LIGHTWEIGHT KEVLAR/DIOLEN HYBRID PERFORMANCE
Fast paced, responsive and easy to carve with the ability to spin on a dime, the Cetus is perfect for new comers to launch their adventures and experts to continue them. Offering superb stability in all conditions without the need for loading, but with plenty of capacity for those serious expeditions, the Cetus is the boat to see the world from. P&H’s handcrafted quality is on show here in its finest form, blending a perfect balance of Kevlar and Diolen for minimal weight but maximum performance, even that titanium cutlery set will seem unnecessarily heavy in comparison.


HTTP://WWW.PHSEAKAYAKS.COM

VENTURE KAYAKS | COMPOSITE CAPELLA 173
The Capella range of composite sea kayaks were previously sold under the P&H brand and are a tried and tested set of traditional British sea kayak designs proven in the harshest conditions the world has to offer. A moderate V-hull and soft chines will advance your technique and ability, and each of the four available sizes is finely tuned to give the same great handling experience. Now available under the Venture brand, the Composite Capella represents excellent value for money and a great choice for the discerning beginner who wants a kayak that will truly grow with them.


HTTP://WWW.VENTUREKAYAKS.COM

AQUA XTREME KAYAKS | VIPER
The Aqua Xtreme full carbon “Viper” sea kayak is a beautifully designed kayak. It is solid, dependable and highly stable yet a very efficient touring kayak. Stiffer, lighter, and slightly faster than the fiberglass composite model.


HTTP://WWW.AQUA-XTREME.COM

HEADLAND KAYAKS | RAZ 14
The Raz is a shorter “play style” sea kayak, the design considerations are very much towards performance in rough water and the surf zone. The high volume bow with lots of rocker, a shallow V-fl at hull cross section and hard chines gives the Raz great manoeuvrability and handling, really coming into its own playing in waves and tide races. Although relatively short at sub 15 ft the Raz still has enough hull speed to day paddle and explore the coast with good stowage volume for week-end trips.

LENGTH: 450CM 14’ 9” - WIDTH: 575MM 1’ 10” - PADDLER WEIGHT RANGE: 75 - 110 KGS - MAX. CAP.: 120KG - LEVEL: PERFORMANCE

HTTP://WWW.HEADLANDKAYAKS.COM
HEADLAND KAYAKS | FINISTERE 16

The Finisterre is a modern UK style sea kayak, available in two sizes to fit a range of paddlers. The design emphasis is for a playful, rough water sea kayak, maneuverable with good stability and seaworthiness. More of a “day boat” than “expedition kayak” but with ample carrying capacity. The novice will find the “Finisterre” stable and predictable to allow them to hone their skills, the experienced paddler will enjoy the performance and manoeuvrability. The Finisterre is an easy kayak to edge turn, predictable in surf and happy rock hopping or playing in tide races.

LENGTH: 488cm 16' - WIDTH: 533mm 1' 9" - VOLUME: 390mm 1' 3" - PADDLER WEIGHT RANGE: 60 - 80KG - MAX CAP: 100KG - LEVEL: PERFORMANCE - DIFFERENT SIZES AVAILABLE: FINISTERE 16, FINISTERE 17

HTTP://WWW.HEADLANDKAYAKS.COM

WIGRASZEK | SEAFI

Good boat for bigger kayakers who want to start sea kayaking


HTTP://WWW.WIGRASZEK.PL

CS CANOE | SK MONSTER 580

SK Monster 580, an amazing new kayak. The hull has been widened to 54cm, making it an even more all-condition boat with greater stability and buoyancy, yet still remaining a very fast sea kayak. This boat is particularly suitable for all bigger paddlers below 1.90m in height – to be the best combination of performance, volume and comfort.


HTTP://WWW.CSCANOE.COM

VALLEY SEA KAYAKS | SIRONA

Sirona Valley’s “New For 2016” replacement of the popular Avocet, needed to be something special, fortunately this design is up to the challenge. Short and with sufficient rocker, to excel at Ocean play-boat but with sufficient speed and tracking for effortless touring. This versatile design is set to be a cornerstone of Valley’s range: combining the best characteristics of Valley’s previous Avocet & Pintail models. This gives the Surf/Ocean play performance or the Pintail, with the speed and tracking of the Avocet. The ideal choice for those not requiring a longer “expedition-style” kayak.


HTTP://WWW.VALLEYSEAKAYKS.COM

ZEGUL | ARROW EMPOWER

The Empower is a full bodied sea kayak made for long trips and expeditions. The Empower kayak is surprisingly agile despite its length, has a very nice glide and it handles almost like a play boat when put on edge. The Empower kayak has soft chines and a long water line. The hull’s profile is rounded and the rocker is moderate to handle big seas. The four hatches are all beautifully recessed into the deck and packs with ease for extended trips or just for a weekend getaway. The knee hatch holds gear like an VHF radio or cell phone and small water bottle. The day hatch has lots of room for other stuff needed while at sea.


HTTP://WWW.TAHEOUTDOORS.COM
TAHE OUTDOORS | ZEGUL ARROW PLAY MV

Arrow Play MV is a performance sea kayak, developed specially for maneuvering and playing in the sea. It is also an excellent kayak for day trips and longer overnight getaways. The hull has significant rocker and volume in the bow to avoid diving when riding down the wave. The mid-section has a slightly rounded profile making it very smooth form edge to edge. This combined with the hard chines make the Play a joy to paddle whether you enjoy the rough stuff or just want a sea kayak that responds instantly to your moves.


http://www.taheoutdoors.com

TAHE OUTDOORS | ZEGUL SEAROCKET

The Zegul Searocket is perfectly designed to come closer to entry level paddlers with the increased stability, speed and maneuverability. This boat opens up the opportunity to catch waves faster and stand out from crowd with confidence. The Zegul Searocket has an exceptional hull design with a combination of high demanded construction, which makes the boat acceptable for even beginners. Our Searocket can be considered as the peak of the sea kayaking with the most innovative materials and latest technology.

LENGTH: 550 CM (18’) - WIDTH: 54 CM (21¼”) - WEIGHT: 18-29 KG - MAX. CAP.: 140 KG (309 LBS) - LEVEL: HIGH END

http://www.taheoutdoors.com

P&H | ARIES 155 SAIL SPEC

If you really want to experience kayak sailing, this is the way to do it… The playful P&H Aries design comes alive in the surf, and with the addition of a P&H Sail System you can gain extra speed to catch even more waves and make the most of each one. You don’t have to just be surfing or heading downwind though, the addition of the forward fin means you can effectively tack into the wind and utilise the sail to extend your expedition range and explore even more.


http://www.phseakayaks.com

REBEL | HUSKY

Huskies are playful, hard working and friendly dogs – just like our new kayak! One of my first “Greenland” style kayaks was called Husky and this version is something like MK 5 or 6, but still has a lot in common with the original concept. The most recent significant change is that we put some more rocker into the hull to aid manoevability. We were pleased with the deck layout so we changed nothing there. For a person up to 90kg, Husky is a real playboat – and with some load, it will be a great working dog for multi-day trips.


http://www.rebelkayaks.com

REBEL | GREENLAND T

Greenland T features the same classic lines as the Ilaga with a hard chin all the way along the V-bottomed hull. The front deck is still low enough for paddler contact to aid maneuverability and foreward rolls whilst the rear deck makes for easy laid back rolls. The rocker is tuned for easy maneuvers. We also added an extra cord on the rear deck to store a storm or a spare paddle. Greenland T features the same laminated backrest that connects the seat with the top of the back rim as on the ILAGA. The backrest can be folded to access a little extra ‘close to hand’ storage. The Greenland T’s deck layout is the same as on the Ilaga except for the addition of a 15cm easy access day-hatch.


http://WWW.REBELKAYAKS.COM

REBEL | ILAGA

“Probably the best rolling kayak on the market” Ilaga is one of the most recognized and appreciated Greenland kayaks on the market. It’s original shape by Johan Wirsen is available from Rebel Kayaks only. Ilaga is a low volume Greenland style kayak. It features an integrated foldable laminated backrest for layback rolls and to give access to storage between the back rest and rear bulkhead. It also faetures steel rods for roof rack security or tow line mounting.

LENGTH: 545CM - WIDTH: 52CM - WEIGHT: 17.5KG - MAX. CAP.: 125KG - LEVEL: HIGH END

http://WWW.REBELKAYAKS.COM
Sea Ghost is a modern version of another of Johan’s projects – Ocean Spirit, which was no longer available. A lot of folks asked about it, so we decided to join forces and bring it back to life, but this time under the Aquarius’ name. Kayak went through some lifting and we included molded spots for Self Rescue System, which are the trademark of our sea kayaks.


http://www.aquariusport.com

The Sea Lion LV was created for a wide range of sea kayakers, to complement the standard Sea Lion HV, more suited to heavier/larger paddlers. The Sea Lion series is designed following the British Style Design. Comparing it to the «classic sea kayaks» (sometimes called as «American sea kayaks») Sea Lion kayaks have very wide open V shaped bottom - it gives them speed and a lot of fun to paddle in the waves. Sea Lions kayaks are equipped with SKEG only, differentiating them from the classic sea kayaks.


http://www.aquariusport.com

Voyager: from a collaboration with Mauro Ferro, Voyager is new, it is surprising, it is nice and waiting for you to travel, but it is also the companion of exciting paddling everyday. Its sharp V hull allows excellent medium and high travel comfort, given the ease of shear wave and the consequent reduced pitching.

LENGTH: 585 CM - WIDTH: 50 CM - WEIGHT: FROM 18 TO 25 KG - PADDLER WEIGHT RANGE: FROM 55 KG TO 90 KG - MAX. CAP.: 120 KG

http://www.cscanoe.com

Inuk Absolute, an amazing kayak. The hull has been widened to 54cm, making it an even more all-condition boat with greater stability and buoyancy, yet still remaining a fast sea kayak with the same bow-shape as Inuk style. The cockpit has been completely updated and set 6cm lower to give a better paddle stroke and lateral mobility to the paddler. The thigh braces are positioned further back too. This boat is particularly suitable for all bigger paddlers below 1.90m in height – they will find the Inuk Absolut to be the best combination of performance, volume and comfort. The ideal paddler weight for the Inuk is between 73 and 120kg.

LENGTH: 545 - WIDTH: 54 - WEIGHT: FROM 17 TO 25 KG - PADDLER WEIGHT RANGE: 73 TO 120 KG. - MAX. CAP.: 140 KG - LEVEL: HIGH END

http://www.cscanoe.com

A kayak for paddling on the sea, rives, and lakes. Experts from KTW were often facing to wishes of their many customers to manufacture a boat which would enable tourist as well sporting run on the watery rivers, lakes and on the sea. The KTW, as a successful world-wide producer of racing down-river boats , has managed a technology of manufacturing and it was consequent , that there will continue producing boats for another use. There was an intention to produce a sea-kayak suitable for expedition paddling as well as for sporting training or races of sea kayaks. The dimensions and the shape of this kayak were designed to be in accordance with USCA rules for racing of sea kayaks.


http://www.kickthewaves.com
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SEA KAYAK  I BOATS I K1 COMPOSITE
VALLEY SEA KAYAKS | Etain

Our Flagship expedition-style kayak. Fast, straight-tracking but still with that hint of playfulness, all our kayaks are famous for. The longer waterline, of the Etain, ensures that performance is maintained and that handling remains predictable, even when loaded. “New for 2016”, the Etain 17-7, now features a larger cockpit and seat, allowing larger paddlers to benefit from this model. Larger Cockpit and Seat in the 17-7, enabling larger framed paddlers to enjoy a performance expedition type kayak. The Etain continues to be our best-selling “Full Size/Expedition Type/Style” Kayak


HTTP://WWW.VALLEYSEAKAYAKS.COM

VALLEY SEA KAYAKS | GEMINI

Gemini SP (Sports Play) – The Sporty Twin! This version makes best use of its modest length (14'10”/452cm) which combined with, increased rocker and more bow volume makes this our best rock-hopping/surf/rough water kayak. Our shortest most aggressive ocean “play” kayak. Versatile enough to use for any sea kayaking purpose. Alternative, Gemini ST (Sports Touring) model available for those willing to sacrifice some rough water performance, in return for extra speed in less challenging conditions.


HTTP://WWW.VALLEYSEAKAYAKS.COM

DONATO CONSERVA KAYAK | K 170

Donato Conserva has once again distinguished himself with these high performance exquisite hand crafted classic kayaks. Built using both traditional handcraft methods and cutting edge techniques. These kayaks have been designed with beauty, comfort and safety in mind, from the shining marine plywood, the wide comfortable cockpit, and the five watertight compartments, Italian design and build have been incorporated to create one of the best luxury kayaks on the market. The pleasure to have a classic kayak never out of fashion. (customized on request).

LENGTH: 17’ (MT. 5,20) - WIDTH: 25’ (MT.0,63) - WEIGHT: 55 lbs (25 kg.) - MAX. CAP.: 350 lbs (160 KG) - DIFFERENT SIZE AVAILABLE: 2 - K 150 - K 140

HTTP://WWW.DONATOCONSERVA.IT

LETTMANN | SKINNER EXPEDITION PLUS

The Skinner is much more than just one more Greenlander – with its length of 5.6 meters and the extremely skinny bow it is the fastest Greenland kayak we have ever paddled. The widest part of the kayak is directly behind the seat making the Skinner is not only fast, but also extremely stable. The unique Lettmann-Skeg-Rudder makes the Skinner even more comfortable. It offers you the option to be used as a traditional Skeg and also, if completely lowered, as an integrated rudder.


HTTP://WWW.LETTMANN.DE

LETTMANN | BISKAYA

The Lettmann Biskaya, designed and developed in 2012, is now the most famous Lettmann sea kayak. The slim shape and the smooth edges together with the rounded U-rib in the Hull make the Biskaya easy to carve and operate by paddlers. The intelligent hull-design makes it stable and safe, even sporty beginners can handle it easily. The Biskaya is available in three sizes and can be ordered with a Skeg or an integrated Skeg-Rudder-System.

LENGTH: 537 - WIDTH: 53,5 - VOLUME: BETWEEN 295 (LV) AND 360 (HV) - WEIGHT: 20KG - (LIGHT-CARBON) AND 25KG (DIolen/GLASS) - PADDLER WEIGHT RANGE: 50 TO 130 KG - MAX. CAP: 135(LV) TO 165 (HV) - LEVEL: HIGH END - DIFFERENT SIZE AVAILABLE: 3 SIZES

HTTP://WWW.LETTMANN.DE

CS CANOE | ABSOLUTE 16

a fast-cruising, medium-volume kayak (low volume on request), no longer than five metres, giving both high performance and easy car-topping. This a long-range craft with a large cockpit allowing even taller kayakers a comfortable position. It paddles straight, has a high load capacity and comes outfitted as standard with all the safety features necessary for a trouble-free trip. This a long-range kayak comfortable even for the tallest of paddlers. It easy to keep tracking straight and has excellent cargo capacity. It comes as standard with all the features necessary for a safe paddle. The cockpit has an external length of 87cm, allowing easy entry in all conditions

LENGTH: 505 - WIDTH: 58 - WEIGHT: FROM 17 TO 24 KG - PADDLER WEIGHT RANGE: 60 TO 120 KG - MAX. CAP: 140 KG - LEVEL: HIGH END

HTTP://WWW.CSCANOEO.COM
Arrow Play MV is a performance sea kayak developed specially for maneuvering and Playing in the sea. It is also an excellent kayak for day trips and longer overnight getaways. The hull has significant rocker and volume in the bow to avoid diving when riding down the wave. The mid-section has a slightly rounded profile making it very smooth from edge to edge. This combined with the hard chines make the Play a joy to paddle whether you enjoy the rough stuff or just want a sea kayak that responds instantly to your moves.
SEA KAYAK BOATS
K1 PLASTIC
HEAVIER THAN COMPOSITE BOATS, BUT OFFERING MORE VARIED USE AND MORE DURABILITY IN THE EVENT OF IMPACT.

TAHE OUTDOORS | TAHE MARINE FIT 158 PE
Fit 158 PE budget kayak delivers performance that will satisfy even a more experienced paddler. This kayak is the longest in its PE range and maintains speed very well. Hard chine hull provides greater initial stability and good maneuverability. The oversized cockpit greatly aids in entry and exit. Two storage compartments can hold your gear for every day trip in mind. This kayak is made of triple layer high-density polyethylene and comes with a skeg as standard.

LENGTH: 479 CM (15'9") - WIDTH: 59 CM (23") - WEIGHT: 25–27 KG (55–59 LBS) - MAX. CAP.: 150 KG (330 LBS) - LEVEL: ENTRY LEVEL
HTTP://WWW.TAHEOUTDOORS.COM

TAHE OUTDOORS | TAHE MARINE REVAL HV PE
Reval HV is a slender PE kayak ideal for adrenaline seekers and longer tours. It has a superb navigability and extra degree of stability even in breaking waves and strong winds. The hull is designed with rocker and upswept bow and stern to handle any challenging conditions of the sea. The kayak deck is equipped with a round, an oval, a mini-box and a day-hatch for easier entry into compartments. As the name HV (high volume) suggests, the volume of this kayak is to be sufficient also for paddlers who are used to a roomier cockpit.

LENGTH: 535 CM (17'7") - WIDTH: 60 CM (23½") - WEIGHT: 27–29 KG (59–63 LBS) - MAX. CAP.: 155 KG (341 LBS) - LEVEL: ENTRY LEVEL
HTTP://WWW.TAHEOUTDOORS.COM

P&H | DELPHIN 155 SURF + DAY HATCH
The cockpit of the Delphin is closer to the stern than you’d usually expect in a sea kayak, and the stern has been squared off so the bow just kisses the water whilst the stern engages and aids tracking during paddling; this combination is unique to the Delphin, creating a kayak that is long enough to paddle like a traditional sea kayak on flat water with enough speed to keep up with the pack, but will transform into a new genre of free-ride sea kayak when it hits moving water, coming alive in tide races, over falls and surging water.

HTTP://WWW.PHSEAKAYAKS.COM

P&H | SCORPION MKII HV
The best just got better... The Scorpio MKII’s re-profiled cockpit area provides increased comfort and greater connectivity, and a lightly tweaked hull is now more stable in the surf and when kayak sailing, whilst offering the same performance the original Scorpio is famed for. The stern volume and rear of the cockpit rim have been lowered to facilitate easier rolling and re-entry, and there is attention to detail in the split paddle recesses, moulded in fittings for the P&H Sail Systems, hatch covers angled towards the paddler for easier access and a textured P&H logo on the deck and hull.

HTTP://WWW.PHSEAKAYAKS.COM
PRIJON | ENDURO 450
An all around kayak, made for lakes, smaller and bigger rivers with moving and flowing waters and whitewater up to class 2. While this allrounder mainly focuses on touring, it is however - thanks to its dimensions and the heavy rocker - very maneuverable, turns easily and reacts fast. The ENDURO 450 is fast and tracks well for short to longer distance paddling on calmer waters. The ergonomically optimized new TOUR-seat-system and the comfortable 3D-thigh-braces provide a lot of comfort and footing, both for touring and whitewater. Equipment: Two waterproof bulkheads, deckbox and luggage straps on the deck, steering mounting.


HTTP://WWW.PRIJON.COM

SEABIRD DESIGNS | EXPEDITION ÅFJORD
Three layer polyethylene Sea kayak that is only 368 cm long! Very easy to handle on land and at sea. Åfjord is a shortened version of the Expedition LV/HV. Expedition Åfjord combines speed, manoeuvrability and stability in a very respectable way. This is a great first-time-purchase for hobby paddlers. It is also excellently suited to fishing and hunting. Expedition Åfjord comes also in a club version, without a rudder and with only 1 big hatch.

LENGTH: 368 CM (12´1´´) - WIDTH: 64 CM (25´´) - VOLUME: 245 L (64 US GAL) - WEIGHT: 22 KG (49 LBS) - PADDLER WEIGHT RANGE: 55 – 105 KG (121 – 231 LBS) - MAX. CAP.: 130 KG (287 LBS)

HTTP://WWW.SEABIRDDISEGNS.COM

SEABIRD DESIGNS | EXPEDITION ODIN
Three layer polyethylene Expedition Odin is a reduced version of our bestsellers Expedition LV/HV. This is a great first-time-purchase for children and adolescents. Perfect for children from 5-6 years and up, as well as young adults less than 50 kg. Extremely good sea kayak for young paddlers who want a stable kayak. Expedition Odin combines speed, manoeuvrability and stability in a very respectable way. Expedition Odin comes also in a club version - without a rudder and with only 1 big hatch.

LENGTH: 367 CM (12´) - WIDTH: 52 CM (20.5´´) - VOLUME: 160 L (42 US GAL) - WEIGHT: 20 KG (44 LBS) - PADDLER WEIGHT RANGE: 20 – 55 KG (44 – 121 LBS) - MAX. CAP.: 100 KG (220 LBS)

HTTP://WWW.SEABIRDDISEGNS.COM

SEABIRD DESIGNS | SCOTT MV HDPE
Three layer polyethylene Scott MV HDPE is the mid capacity version constructed in 3 layer polyethylene. Designed to be manoeuvrable and nimble with good stability, comfort and seaworthiness. Scott MV HDPE has a similar hull form and deck layout as the composite version. The shallow V form continues through the flatbottomed mid sections, the hard chines are retained, allowing the kayak to edge and carve well in turns. The «fish form» below water lines and «Swede form» deck profile are the same, giving a sleek and easily driven craft to allow you to cover the miles. It is an ideal kayak for instruction / guiding, rock hopping, surf and playing in tide races.

LENGTH: 525 CM (17.3´) - WIDTH: 56 CM (22´´) - VOLUME: 324 L (85 US GAL) - WEIGHT: 27 KG (60 LBS) - PADDLER WEIGHT RANGE: 70 – 90 KG (155 – 200 LBS) - MAX. CAP.: 160 KG (353 LBS)

HTTP://WWW.SEABIRDDISEGNS.COM

POINT 65 SWEDEN | WHISKEY 16 PE
By Nigel Foster, for Nigel Foster. The Whisky 16 is now available in 3-layer ultra tough Polyethylene! Designed by Nigel Foster to be everything he looks for in a kayak - and more. All you have to do is to try it – and you’re hooked. Even an absolute novice feels like Nigel Foster in the cockpit of a Whisky 16. On gentle waters the boat is comfortable, stable, and easily maneuvered – an ideal boat to develop skills. For the experienced paddler it is the ultimate playboat. With its fuller bow and stern shape to reduce plunging, the Whisky 16 is designed to make the most of rough water, surf, and currents. It is perfect for day trips but spacious enough for a few days of expedition paddling.


HTTP://WWW.POINT65.COM
TAHE OUTDOORS | TAHE MARINE PLAYSPIRIT PE

PlaySpirit PE is designed to keep things fun. With rocker hull-shape this is a playful kayak. PlaySpirit handles great in the waves and is also rather easy to roll. With a hard chine and a V-shaped bottom with fine endings at the bow and stern, this kayak is made to maneuver. A set of three storage hatches can fit your gear easily in addition to numerous cords on the deck. You can have the PlaySpirit PE with a skeg or a skeg and rudder combination.

LENGTH: 467 cm (15'4") - WIDTH: 59 cm (23¼") - WEIGHT: 23-25 kg (51-55 lbs) - MAX. CAP.: 120 KG (265 lbs)

http://www.taheoutdoors.com

TAHE OUTDOORS | TAHE MARINE OCEANSPIRIT PE

The OceanSpirit PE is a kayak that does a lot of things well. It is a great kayak for general touring, current play, rolling or even moderate open ocean travel and is an excellent choice for a range of paddler sizes with different skill levels. The deck is equipped with one round, one oval and a round day-hatch in order to easily pack your gear.

LENGTH: 519 cm (17') - WIDTH: 58 cm (23") - WEIGHT: 26-28 kg (57-62 lbs) - MAX. CAP.: 135 KG (298 lbs) LEVEL: ENTRY LEVEL

http://www.taheoutdoors.com

TAHE OUTDOORS | ZEGUL ARROW NUKA GT PE

The Nuka GT PE has a rounded hull for less resistance and less wet surface, making it glide very well through the water. The Arrow Nuka GT PE is a touring kayak and has a much more practical deck line layout. The rear hatch is oval making it easy to load the kayak on overnight trips. The GT has less rocker and more raking bow and stern which increases the waterline when loaded.

LENGTH: 505 cm (16'7") - WIDTH: 52 cm (20½") - WEIGHT: 26-28 kg (57-61 lbs) - MAX. CAP.: 145 KG (320 lbs) LEVEL: HIGH END

http://www.taheoutdoors.com

TAHE OUTDOORS | ZEGUL ARROW PLAY MV PE

The hull has significant rocker and volume in the bow to avoid diving when riding down the wave. The midsection has a slightly rounded profile making it very smooth from edge to edge. This combined with the hard chines make the Play MV PE a joy to paddle whether you enjoy the rough stuff or just want a sea kayak that responds instantly to your moves. The deck line outfitting is practical and the overhang in the bow has been lowered and extended. The beauty of this kayak is the versatility – it fits wide range of paddlers in almost all skill levels. It is stable without sacrificing maneuverability and it has good amount of speed.

LENGTH: 517 cm (17") - WIDTH: 53,5 cm (21") - WEIGHT: 27-29 kg (59-63 lbs) - MAX. CAP.: 150 KG (331 lbs) PRICE: 1635 - LEVEL: HIGH END

http://www.taheoutdoors.com

ROTO D.O.O. | ROTOATTIVO BURAN

Buran is a very stable sea kayak with great manoeuvrability, easy turning and excellent directional stability. It is robust and reliable, with V-shaped keel. It is designed for day trippers with luggage space for changing clothes and accommodation equipment. The kayak has waterproof bulkheads and package hatches fore and aft. It is equipped with carrying handles, safety line along the kayak, spacious cockpit, seat with backrest, kneepads and footrests on the sides and cargo nets in front of the cockpit. Design is very safe orientated, even beginners will have great fun.

LENGTH: 430 cm - WIDTH: 60 cm - PADDLER WEIGHT RANGE: 21 - 23 KG - LEVEL: PERFORMANCE

http://www.rotoattivo.eu

TAHE OUTDOORS | TAHE MARINE REVAL MINI LC PE

Reval Mini LC PE is suitable for medium sized paddlers, who want to enjoy a roomier cockpit area, whilst paddling. The LC PE cockpit with thigh braces provides a much easier entry and good support. The hull is designed with rocker and upswept bow and stern. The initial stability of the Reval Mini LC PE is higher than on the regular version (Reval Mini) providing a secure feeling. This is a tough kayak made from high-density polyethylene.

LENGTH: 490 cm (16'1") - WIDTH: 54 cm (21¼") - WEIGHT: 25-27 KG (55-59 lbs) - MAX. CAP.: 120 KG (265 lbs) LEVEL: ENTRY LEVEL

http://www.taheoutdoors.com
**DAG | TIWOK EVO**

Stable, elegant & speedy the Tiwok evolves toward better comfort thanks to the new high class seat and backrest with larger cockpit. All size paddlers can now enjoy day trips or excursions on sea, lakes, and rivers thanks to this polyvalent kayak.

LENGTH: 4.40 m / 14.4’’ - WIDTH: 60 cm / 23.6” - WEIGHT: 25.5 kg / 56.2 lbs

[HTTP://WWW.DAG-KAYAK.COM](http://WWW.DAG-KAYAK.COM)

---

**EXO | XM515**

The XM515 is our new high-performance sea kayak, made with cutting-edge digital modeling programs, representing the best performance for a polyethylene kayak. This sea kayak is equipped with 3 waterproof storage lockers, an adjustable seat, integrated knee pads, predisposition for rudder and instruments and so is suitable for the demanding kayaker looking for a high-performance sea kayak for sea trekking on both long and short distance routes.


[HTTP://WWW.EXOKAYAK.COM](http://WWW.EXOKAYAK.COM)

---

**RTM | TEMPO**

The Tempo is an efficient long distance touring kayak. Stable and comfortable with a length of 15 feet, it has excellent tracking and speed. Featuring a great diving and fishing platform. Suitable for larger paddlers.


[HTTP://WWW.RTMKAYAKS.COM](http://WWW.RTMKAYAKS.COM)

---

**P&H | HAMMER**

Whether for river exploration or playing the sea, the P&H Hammer offers something that no other kayak does. Influences from the P&H Delphin and the Pyranha Fusion, along with aspects of whitewater kayak design feature in the Hammer; giving both sea and whitewater paddlers a familiar platform and the opportunity to have some serious fun. The Hammer’s dynamically angled planning hull, bow volume and narrowed stern keep it fast and light on a wave and super manoeuvrable around tight rock outcrops and in coastal swell.


[HTTP://WWW.PHSEAKAYAKS.COM](http://WWW.PHSEAKAYAKS.COM)

---

**VENTURE KAYAKS | JURA MV WITH SKUDDER**

Whether you’re a first time kayaker or a seasoned hand on the sea, the Jura is sure to bring a smile to your face. The Jura is a stable, forgiving sea kayak that is at home on everything from coastal tours to short expeditions. Designed to introduce beginning paddlers to kayak touring and then grow with them as their skills develop, the Jura’s neutral hull tracks straight, yet is nimble on edge.


[HTTP://WWW.VENTUREKAYAKS.COM](http://WWW.VENTUREKAYAKS.COM)

---

**DAG | TIWOK EVO HI LUXE**

Stable, elegant & speedy, Tiwok evolves toward better comfort thanks to the new Hi Class Seat & Backrest and larger cockpit. All size paddlers can now enjoy day trips or excursions on sea, lakes & rivers thanks to this polyvalent kayak.

LENGTH: 4.40 M / 14.4” - WIDTH: 60 CM / 23.6” - WEIGHT: 25.5 KG - 56.2 LBS

[HTTP://WWW.DAG-KAYAK.COM](http://WWW.DAG-KAYAK.COM)
**Dagger | Stratos 14.5 S**

The Stratos is a high performance ocean tourer, optimised for the paddler who wants an easy ride. Smooth and forgiving for the new paddler to learn, with performance characteristics that experts will relish, the Stratos has been developed for stability and predictability even in rough or moving water. Also available in a large size.


HTTP://WWW.DAGGER.COM

**Wilderness Systems | Focus 150**

For the paddler looking to take their paddling skills-and their touring adventures-to the next level. Introducing the Focus, a sleek, modern touring design for the mid-sized paddler. It caters to the assertive intermediate paddler looking to take their skills-and their adventures-to the next level.


HTTP://WWW.WILDERNESSSYSTEMS.COM

**Boreal Design | Baffin P2**

The Baffin is built for the rigors of rough seas. Its unique hull design provides paddlers with a lively yet stable boat compared to other Greenland-style kayaks. The three models in the series are well suited for a wide range of paddlers demanding immediate control and predictability. The generous-sized hatch openings allow paddlers to load up adequate amounts of gear for up to two weeks and the day hatch keeps your essentials handy while on the water. It comes with a full compliment of deck rigging and a comfortably out-fitted cockpit. This versatile series makes choosing a kayak a breeze with its three different sizes all available in rotomolded plastic, thermoformed ABS or composite.

LENGTH: 17’ (5.18 m) - WIDTH: 22 ¼” (56.5 cm) - VOLUME: 103 GAL US (390 L) - WEIGHT: 67 LBS. (30.39 kg) - PADDLER WEIGHT RANGE: 140 TO 225 LBS. (64 TO 102 KG) - LEVEL: PERFORMANCE - DIFFERENT SIZE AVAILABLE: 3 SIZES: P1: 16’6” (5.06 M), P2: 17’ (5.18 M), P3: 17’6” (5.43 M)

HTTP://WWW.BOREALDESIGN.COM

**Aquarius | Sea Emotion PE**

Polyethylene sea kayak by Aquarius. The Sea Emotion is shorter and narrower if compared to the standard Aquarius sea kayaks line; with a view to be used on longer trips the back cockpit on this kayak has been lowered. This feature allows paddlers to lie on rear deck, if wanted, and rest during the longer paddles. It also helps when doing layback rolls where a lower centre of gravity allows easier righting of the kayak. The other notable upgrade is a plastic seat with a foam cover, which is wider and more comfortable, an advantage cherished by all-day paddlers. The kayak’s hull is V-shaped, this shape gives it optimal stability without losing its dynamics and speed.

LENGTH: 505CM - WIDTH: 56CM - WEIGHT: 25KG - LEVEL: PERFORMANCE

HTTP://WWW.AQUARIUSPORT.COM

**Rainbow Kayaks | Oasis 3.50 Young Expedition**

The Oasis sea kayak is ideal for children and, in general, for paddlers under 55 kg. Easy to use and very reliable for sea, lake and flatwater excursions, even for multiday trips. It comes standard with an elastic net, one large watertight compartment, padded adjustable back band, padded adjustable ergonomic seat and pedal footrest. Available with rudder system.


HTTP://WWW.RAINBOWKAYAKS.COM

**Jackson Kayak | Journey**

The Journey offers speed, stability and comfort for paddlers looking to push their adventures to greater heights. This kayak utilizes best-in-class design techniques in edge control, comes “Smart rudder” ready and is equipped with our JK outfitting; comfort and performance rarely found in 14 foot type touring boats. Whether you are paddling just for the day or for several days, the Journey is the boat for you.


HTTP://WWW.JACKSONKAYAK.COM
BOREAL DESIGN | EPSILON T200

The Epsilon is a best selling series for tour operators and rental fleets because it ensures a wide variety of paddlers in this stable and predictable craft. A rudder, ample deck bungees, and a full compliment of deck safety line are placed strategically to maximize your storage. Boreal Design has invested in high quality materials in all three constructions and our bulkhead installation is renowned as being the most reliable. With our easily adjustable foot sliders the Epsilon accommodates a wide range of our customers, be they tall or short and up to 300 lbs. The Epsilon is a smooth, predictable, and stable craft; even in rougher water the ride is quite dry.

LENGTH: 17’ (5.2 M) - WIDTH: 23.5” (59.7 CM) - VOLUME: 110 GAL US (415 L) - WEIGHT: 57.5 LBS (26.1 KG) - PADDLER WEIGHT RANGE: 140 TO 225 LB (64 TO 102 KG) - MAX. CAP: 295 LB (134 KG) - LEVEL: HIGH END - DIFFERENT SIZE AVAILABLE: 3 SIZES: T100: 116’4’’ (5 M), T200: 17’ (5.2 M), T300: 17’6’’ (4.9 M)

http://www.borealdesign.com

VAJDA | MISSION X2

Traditional Sea Kayak with new trendy looks. Mission X2 is for the adventure-seeker who wants the best of both touring and sea kayaks: a fun, maneuverable boat that remains stable and predictable when loaded with gear. Capacity of storage-rooms and placement of hatches allow using this kayak for longer tours and expeditions. Extremely durable and light material LIGHT together with unique Power Glide foot-brace system brings new technical level into recreational kayaking. Unique POWER GLIDE functionality in the all boat models by Vajda.


http://www.vajdagroup.com

HURRICANE AQUASPORTS | SOJOURN 146

The SOJOURN 146 and 146 LV are the premier models in the Sojourn series and, at 14 feet 6 inches long, offer excellent speed and tracking in a package that also navigates tight turns with ease. The Sojourn 146 is designed to fit medium to larger paddlers, while the Sojourn 146 LV (low volume) was designed with smaller folks in mind. Both boats carve and edge like much longer kayaks and (thanks to expert hull engineering) are super stable from the moment they hit the water. Outfitted with our Airestream seat system and adjustable thigh braces, these boats are super comfortable too. Scheduled to start shipping in February 2015, keep an eye out for these highly anticipated models.


http://www.vajdagroup.com
SEA KAYAK BOATS

K2 COMPOSITE

MADE FROM A COMBINATION OF CARBON, KEVLAR AND FIBERGLASS, THEY ARE LIGHTER THAN THEIR PLASTIC COUNTERPARTS BUT LESS DURABLE IN THE EVENT OF IMPACT.

HEADLAND KAYAKS | NEMO 21 K2

The Nemo 21 K2 is the double version of the Nemo. This kayak is essentially a rough water K2 and complies with ICF K2 rule for racing. The Nemo 21 is a fast racing K2 with sufficient stability to contend with rough open water conditions. Pronounced “Swede form” waterlines for speed and the buoyant bow allows down wind surfing without burying. Deep deck cut-aways allow for efficient paddling.

LENGTH: 650CM 21' 4" - WIDTH: 570MM 1' 10.5" - PADDLER WEIGHT RANGE: 85-100KG - MAX. CAP.: 250KG - LEVEL: PERFORMANCE - DIFFERENT SIZE AVAILABLE: NEMO 18 K1 M, NEMO 18 K1 L

HTTP://WWW.HEADLANDKAYAKS.COM

DONATO CONSERVA KAYAK | K 190.2

Light and strong these boats are the ideal for long and comfortable journey inshore. One can choose open or closed versions according to their own wishes. As the other models of K1 (see on this guide the K170) the priority is to give the maximum of safety, comfort and beauty. The building method is the same: fine marine plywood; epoxy resin; and to reinforce the hull, special fiberglass cloths. And to finish, the pleasure to have a unique classic kayak, made by hand exclusively for you, durable for the years and never out of fashion. Built (and customized) on request only.

LENGTH: 19' (MT. 5,80) - WIDTH: 30'' (MT. 0,76) - WEIGHT: lbs 66 (KG. 30) - MAX. CAP.: lbs 550 (KG. 250) - DIFFERENT SIZE AVAILABLE: K180.2

HTTP://WWW.DONATOCONSERVA.IT

KICK THE WAVES | KORČULA

A K2 Tourist, The Korcula is a high volume kayak, delivering safe kayaking in any condition. The kayak is divided to four compartments; front and rear compartments with ample storage for all your gear, and two individual waterproof cockpits. By having each paddler in an individual cockpit increases safety, stopping the movement of water should the boat become flooded, allowing for independent rescue of each compartment. High volume bow and stern provides easy paddling, even in choppy (or wavey, depends what you think) conditions. The rounded bottom stabilizes the boat in all conditions while the optimum volume distribution allows easy paddling in down or upwind.


HTTP://WWW.KICKTHEWAVES.COM

LETTMANN | OZEAN 3 TOURING PLUS

The Lettmann Ozean III is an easy to handle and stable sea and touring kayak, making it perfect for beginners and experienced kayakers. The dynamic appearance has all new Lettmann design features of the “Touring Plus” concept. The third cockpit in the middle can be used as extra storage or a kids (or puppy) cockpit. Modifications makes the Ozean III one of the best family boats on the market.


HTTP://WWW.LETTMANN.DE

VAJDA | K2 CIVET CAT

A super stable, forgiving craft, ideal for novice crews, or for endurance races where stability becomes essential when paddling to exhaustion. It is popular among sprint, adventure and marathon racers for its lightness and maneuverability, but is also perfect for more leisurely tours and fitness workouts. Like the Civet Cat K1 it features a cutaway front deck that enables the paddle to enter the water very close to the cockpit, reducing effort and enabling a high degree of paddling efficiency.

LENGTH: 649.5 - WIDTH: 55,4 - WEIGHT: 18 KG, MARATHON 13 KG - LEVEL: HIGH END - DIFFERENT SIZE AVAILABLE: L,XL,XXL

HTTP://WWW.VAJDAGROUP.COM
SEA KAYAK BOATS
K2 PLASTIC

HEAVIER THAN COMPOSITE BOATS, BUT OFFERING MORE VARIED USE AND MORE DURABILITY IN THE EVENT OF IMPACT.

DAG | BIWOK EVO
Biwok EVO is a performance kayak; with high class seats and backrests featuring a larger cockpit for optimal comfort. With real load capacity, speed and stability the Biwok EVO combines all desired features.

HTTP://WWW.DAG-KAYAK.COM

PERCEPTION | HORIZON
This versatile twin-cockpit tandem kayak is perfect for either short trips or multi-day expeditions. The long waterline provides excellent directional stability yet the Horizon is still nimble enough for inland adventures. A high volume bow gives a dry ride even in choppy waters, as it climbs over waves and deflects spray from the cockpit areas. It’s able to cope easily with varied weight distribution between the spacious cockpits, while stowage compartments give plenty of room for two paddlers’ kit. Our popular Zone outfitting system gives full backrest adjustment with a comfortable and supportive fit.

HTTP://WWW.PERCEPTION.CO.UK

Quality paddles & oars
TNP

touring paddles
PAG blades

www.tnp.cz
SEA KAYAK
BOATS
SURF SKI

BUILT FOR SPEED ON THE OCEAN AND DESIGNED FOR TRAINING, DAY TRIPS OR RACING, THESE LONG, SLEEK DESIGNS HAVE EXCEPTIONAL TRACKING AND ALLOW PADDLERS TO MOVE SWIFTLY THROUGH WAVES AND ROUGH SEA CONDITIONS.

PYRANHA | OCTANE 175
Pyranha have taken their passion for speed further with the Octane 175, a SurfSki that is highly accessible both in price and the ability required to paddle it. The Octane offers performance comparable to a composite ski, and thanks to its plastic construction and Pyranha’s 44+ years of rotomoulding experience, you won’t have to worry about running it up the beach to keep your feet dry! For fitness, playing in coastal surf or breaking in to competitive racing, the Octane 175 opens the door to a whole new area of kayaking and provides all the essentials and options for progression.


HTTP://WWW.PYRANHA.COM

VAJDA | RAPTOR SKI
Raptor Ski is world first thermoplastic surf ski with excellent glide. Extremely durable and light material STYROLIGHT brings new level into recreational Surf Ski kayaking. Raptor Ski is aimed at beginners. The wider width results in fantastic stability and the slimmer width along the front of the boat allows the paddler an easier catch entry for improved technique. The overall result is a very comfortable and stable boat with speed!

LENGTH: 518 - WIDTH: 54.5 - WEIGHT: 18 - PADDLER WEIGHT RANGE: 50-100 - LEVEL: PERFORMANCE - DIFFERENT SIZE AVAILABLE: AVAILABLE

HTTP://WWW.VAJDAGROUP.COM

VAJDA | HAWX 52
The Vajda Hawx 52 is aimed at beginners. The wider width results in fantastic stability and the slimmer width along the front of the boat allows the paddler an easier catch entry for improved technique. The overall result is a very comfortable and stable boat with speed! Features include a quick adjust foot plate, with nylon runners and fittings, front and rear handle and an optional shoulder carry strap.

LENGTH: 533.5 - WIDTH: 50.8 - WEIGHT: ELITE PRO 10 KG, ELITE 11 KG, RACING 16 KG - PADDLER WEIGHT RANGE: 60-110 - LEVEL: HIGH END

HTTP://WWW.VAJDAGROUP.COM

VAJDA | HAWX 46
The Hawx 46 is aimed for intermediate paddlers. Fast boat shape with a flat hull for surfing. The shorter hull shape (5.9m) makes catching waves and handling surf conditions easier. Hawx 46 is the boat for the intermediate paddler, male or female that wants good stability in the big conditions without sacrificing speed. Features include a quick adjust footplate with nylon runners and fittings, front and rear handle and an optional shoulder carry strap.

LENGTH: 588.5 - WIDTH: 46 - WEIGHT: ELITE PRO 10 KG, ELITE 11 KG, RACING 16 KG - PADDLER WEIGHT RANGE: 60-110

HTTP://WWW.VAJDAGROUP.COM

VAJDA | HAWX
Introduced in 2013 to the Vajda surfski range, the Hawx brings new construction elements in many shape and technical details. With its comfortable seat, intermediate stability and great hull lines, this ski is fast in all conditions. Flat hull makes downwind surfing easier than ever before and moved center of gravity for better acceleration on the wave.

LENGTH: 631.5 - WIDTH: 43.5 - WEIGHT: ELITE PRO 10 KG, ELITE 11 KG, RACING 16 KG - PADDLER WEIGHT RANGE: 60-110 - LEVEL: HIGH END

HTTP://WWW.VAJDAGROUP.COM
THINK KAYAK | UNO MAX
The Uno Max, winner of the: Euro Challenge, Byron Bay Ocean Paddle, the Dubai Shamaal, the Mayor’s Cup, Cape Point Challenge, the US Surfski Champs, the Australian Ocean Racing Series, and the 2013 ICF World Championships. Simply put, there is no boat more capable of winning a race on any given day no matter what conditions are presented.

HTTP://WWW.THINKKAYAK.COM

THINK KAYAK | ION
At 21’1” x 17.5” she clearly belongs in the advanced boat camp, but the Ion puts a new spin on things. Chief in the design criteria were speed, stability, and big water performance, all perfectly integrated in this podium worthy craft. The Ion’s high-rocker design pays back with a remarkably smooth upwind ride and razor sharp downwind performance. That little bit of extra width gives the Ion ample secondary stability, critical when you need to apply full power for full speed ahead! The width also allows just enough room to fit the very comfortable, and ergonomically correct Evo II bucket, essential in getting the most out of you!

LENGTH: 21' 1" / 642 CM - WIDTH: 17.5" / 44.5 CM - WEIGHT: 15KG -12.5KG - PADDLER WEIGHT RANGE: 155-255 LBS / 70-115 KG - LEVEL: HIGH END
HTTP://WWW.THINKKAYAK.COM

THINK KAYAK | EVO II
The Think Evo II offers the ultimate balance of speed and comfort. At 20’ 6” in length, with fine entry and exit lines, and 19” of width, the Evo II has all the speed you need to be in the thick of the competition. Glide is excellent, and when the swell is up, linking runs has rarely been so much fun! We believe the most important aspect of any boat is to allow paddlers to paddle their best.

LENGTH: 20’ 6” / 625 CM - WIDTH: 18.5” / 47 CM - WEIGHT: 15KG -12.5KG - PADDLER WEIGHT RANGE: 130-240LBS / 60-110KG - LEVEL: HIGH END
HTTP://WWW.THINKKAYAK.COM

P&H CUSTOM SEA KAYAKS
THE SINGLE BIGGEST IMPROVEMENT IN PE CONSTRUCTION FOR THE LAST 25 YEARS

SCORPIO MK2
P&H Scorpio MKII in our latest CoreLite X construction; a whole new generation of performance sea kayaks is coming.

CoreLite X is both significantly lighter (a reduction of between 2-3kg dependant on model) and exceptionally stiffer than our standard CoreLite construction, all whilst adding to the durability too!

www.phseakayaks.com

COMING SOON

FOLLOW US ON FACEBOOK TO GET THE LATEST UPDATES ON THE NEW PYRANHA OCTANE | PYRANHA.COM
STILL WATER BOATS FITNESS

VAJDA | WILD FIRE 50
A fitness kayak for training and races, giving you the feeling of sitting in a stable competition kayak. The Wild Fire 50 has the same fittings as a sprint kayak. Great boat for canoe club and kayak shoals or rentals. Extremely durable and light material STYROLIGHT together with unique Power Glide foot-brace system brings new technical level into recreational kayaking.

LENGTH: 518 - WIDTH: 54.5 - WEIGHT: 18 - PADDLER WEIGHT RANGE: 50-100 - LEVEL: PERFORMANCE - DIFFERENT SIZE AVAILABLE: AVAILABLE

HTTP://WWW.VAJDAGROUP.COM

VAJDA | WILD FIRE 60
Designed for those that look for a stable kayak, but demand glide and performance. This kayak is designed for being a training kayak for the paddling novice. The Wild Fire 60 has the same fittings as sprint kayaks. Great boat for canoe club and kayak shoals or rentals. Extremely durable and light material STYROLIGHT together with unique Power Glide foot-brace system brings new technical level into recreational kayaking.


HTTP://WWW.VAJDAGROUP.COM

VAJDA | RAPTOR
Raport is a surfski-touring kayak hybrid for every paddler. Hull shape based on the popular beginners surf ski model Hawx 52 transformed into sit in touring kayak. New Raport offers stability, lightweight, and optimal tracking. Extremely durable and light material STYROLIGHT together with unique Power Glide foot-brace system brings new technical level into recreational kayaking.

LENGTH: 536 - WIDTH: 52.1 - WEIGHT: 18.5 - PADDLER WEIGHT RANGE: 70-110 - LEVEL: PERFORMANCE - DIFFERENT SIZE AVAILABLE: AVAILABLE

HTTP://WWW.VAJDAGROUP.COM

VAJDA | VOYAGEUR
The Voyageur is Vajda’s new intermediate touring model K1. A little more stable than the Civet Cat 51, it accommodates a wide range of paddling abilities; from beginners seeking a more stable platform from which to develop their technique, to experienced paddlers looking for more stability in challenging conditions. It is designed according to International Canoe Federation Touring specs and also meets ICF Para Canoe rules. It is popular not only among para athletes but also adventure and marathon racers for its speed and maneuverability.


HTTP://WWW.VAJDAGROUP.COM

VAJDA | MISSION X1
Mission X1 is an excellent choice for marathons, exercise trips and longer expeditions. New designed hull ensures fast acceleration, speed and maneuverability. A perfect choice for those, who appreciate a quality product that comes at an affordable price. Extremely durable and light material STYROLIGHT together with unique Power Glide foot-brace system brings new technical level into recreational kayaking. Unique POWER GLIDE functionality in the all boat models by Vajda.


HTTP://WWW.VAJDAGROUP.COM

VAJDA | MINISONIC
The Minisonic is an inexpensive junior K1. A great way to introduce junior paddlers 6-12 years old to the sport of kayaking. Constructed from Styrolight and weighs 10-11kg.

LENGTH: 417.0 - WIDTH: 44.5 - WEIGHT: 11 KG - PADDLER WEIGHT RANGE: 40-65 - LEVEL: PERFORMANCE

HTTP://WWW.VAJDAGROUP.COM

VAJDA | SPIRIT
This is a great boat if you want to enjoy a sprint boat with stability for comfortable paddling. It is a modern boat with sharp lines & is ideal for intermediate paddlers or masters. The Vajda Spirit is designed to allow those paddlers that find an elite level K1 a bit unstable in the wash and bump of a race. Sprint paddlers find they can hang with the pack due to the extra stability allowing more power to be put into forward motion instead of brace strokes. The extra stability allows the paddler to concentrate on the job at hand and not focus on whether they may fall in during a race.

LENGTH: 517.5 - WIDTH: 43.3 - WEIGHT: UNDER 12 KG, MARATHON 7.5 KG - PADDLER WEIGHT RANGE: 50-100 - LEVEL: HIGH END - DIFFERENT SIZE AVAILABLE: S,M,L,XXL

HTTP://WWW.VAJDAGROUP.COM
VAJDA
CANOE & KAYAKS

WORLD BEST BOATS
FOR RACING AND TOURING SPORT
SEA KAYAK PADDLES

HIGH-END LIGHTWEIGHT CONSTRUCTION AND ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY CREATE A HIGH PERFORMANCE PADDLE.

PERFORMANCE PROGRESSIVE TECHNOLOGY AND SHAPE, PERFORMANCE PADDLES SUIT THE ADVANCED KAYAKER.

ENTRY LEVEL MADE IN A VARIETY OF SHAPES, ANGLES, AND SIZES, WITH PRICING ACCESSIBLE TO ALL PADDLERS.

ROBSON WING
For more dedicated paddlers who love a paddling workout.


HTTP://WWW.TAHEOUTDOORS.COM

ROBSON EDGE
Full sized, high angle blades for well conditioned paddlers looking for a powerful stroke and paddling in a variety of situations. Options for either one-piece or break down.


HTTP://WWW.TAHEOUTDOORS.COM

AINSWORTH CARBON SEA
Ideal for long distance sea touring, this low angled narrow blade with soft dihedral and fine edges glides smoothly through the water. New pre-preg technology makes it very lightweight while maintaining toughness minimizing the energy needed for each stroke. This paddle comes as a split with adjustable length and feather angle.


HTTP://WWW.AINSWORTHPADDLES.CO.UK

TNP NEKTON
TNP’s newest lightweight touring paddle featuring a mid-size, full-carbon blade and carbon shaft measuring 30 mm in diameter. Well-balanced paddle with a unique design. Available as one piece or 2-part with adjustable coupling.


HTTP://WWW.TNP.CZ

EASTPOLE PADDLES ALEUTIAN PADDLE
The Aleutian paddle is another traditional paddle, originally coming from Alaska. Compared to its better-known Greenland “brother”, the Aleutian paddle is normally 10 cm longer and its blade-shape supports more powerful paddling-style. So with the Aleutian paddle you can easily make strokes that are as powerful as with any euro-bladed paddle. But it is still silent, soft on your muscles and joints and comfortable in your hands.

LENGTH: 220-240CM - LEVEL: HIGH END – MATERIAL: WESTERN RED CEDAR

HTTP://WWW.EASTPOLEPADDLES.COM

EASTPOLE PADDLES LAMINATED GREENLAND PADDLE
This traditional west-Greenland paddle has mild “shoulders” on transition from loom (shaft) to blades. As a finish, paddle is treated with oil so it feels very natural and warm in your hands. Mild but yet powerful, Greenland paddle is a perfect choice for expeditions and long-distance touring. And it helps you to improve your technique – rolling, sculling and bracing have never been easier. For 2016, this paddle is available with hardwood (ash) blade-tips for improved resistance to wear and tear.

LENGTH: 210-230CM - LEVEL: HIGH END - MATERIAL: WESTERN RED CEDAR

HTTP://WWW.EASTPOLEPADDLES.COM
SELECT PADDLES
XBLADE
The X.BLADE paddle concentrates all our technological expertise. The blades are extremely thin, curved and responsive, offering a moderate blade flex for a very stable and comfortable swipe through the water. The X.BLADE is a very lightweight paddle, entirely made of prepreg carbon.


http://www.select-kayaks.com

KAJAK SPORT OY
INUKSUK
West Greenland style carbon paddle. Thin blade profile with matt surface finish and well rounded corners. Oval loom with split construction. 13 cm loom length adjustment makes sure that Inuksuk will fit perfectly for everyone. Handcrafted in Finland.


http://www.kajaksport.fi

LETTMANN
ERGONOM PRO SEA
The all new Ergonom Pro Sea is our paddle for the lower angle technique in Touring and Sea kayaking. The blade width was reduced to our Ergonom Crankshaft paddles. The Ergonom Pro Sea is perfect for touring and sea kayaking, it is stable and durable.


http://www.lettmann.de

TY WARP
TOUR CC BENT SHAFT
The Tour CC bent shaft paddle is our ultimate sea kayaking stick. Thanks to its lightweight construction and its slim blade shape you will enjoy hours of effortless paddling. The asymmetric powerface has a slightly dihedral design and offers smooth and flutter-free strokes. The blade is reinforced towards the tip with additional layers of material. All our touring paddles feature our WarpLok split system with which you can change feather and length at any time.


http://www.tywarp.com

DOUBLE DUTCH
SEA KINETIC
The large blade of the Sea Kinetic has a powerful catch and strong resistance under water. The blade is produced with the Semi-Core concept.

LENGTH: ANY - WEIGHT: 775 GRAM - LEVEL: HIGH END - BLADE SIZE: 49.6 X 19.8 CM - MATERIAL: CARBON

http://www.doubledutch.eu

LETTMANN
ERGONOM PRO SEA
The all new Ergonom Pro Sea is our paddle for the lower angle technique in Touring and Sea kayaking. The blade width was reduced to our Ergonom Crankshaft paddles. The Ergonom Pro Sea is perfect for touring and sea kayaking, it is stable and durable.


http://www.lettmann.de

KAJAK SPORT OY
SEA PERFORMANCE
Light, low-angle style paddle with mid-size blades. Superior matt surface finish with nicely rounded corners together with unique oval grip ensures great ergonomic. Tough carbon core split construction with free angle and length adjustment between 215-225 cm. Handcrafted in Finland.


http://www.kajaksport.fi

AFT OCEAN
This high angled paddle is the ultimate power machine, designed specifically to move water fast. In either touring or racing, these large, teardrop shaped blades help conserve your energy while covering the ground. Perfect for those long days out at sea. Blades feature AFT (Advanced Foam Technology), these are made using a unique polyurethane foam construction to produce a paddle that is tough but is also light and floaty. Available with alloy/carbon shafts in both straight and split options.


http://www.ainsworthpaddles.co.uk

AINSWORTH
AFT OCEAN
This high angled paddle is the ultimate power machine, designed specifically to move water fast. In either touring or racing, these large, teardrop shaped blades help conserve your energy while covering the ground. Perfect for those long days out at sea. Blades feature AFT (Advanced Foam Technology), these are made using a unique polyurethane foam construction to produce a paddle that is tough but is also light and floaty. Available with alloy/carbon shafts in both straight and split options.


http://www.ainsworthpaddles.co.uk

KAJAK SPORT OY
SEA PERFORMANCE
Light, low-angle style paddle with mid-size blades. Superior matt surface finish with nicely rounded corners together with unique oval grip ensures great ergonomic. Tough carbon core split construction with free angle and length adjustment between 215-225 cm. Handcrafted in Finland.


http://www.kajaksport.fi

FUYANG ZJIE SPORTS OARS CO.,LTD
KAYAK PADDLE
Kayak paddle with 10cm adjustment. Adjustable, designed with maximum stroke effectiveness and stability. Hand lay-up premium full carbon blade, lightweight and powerful, we offer 4 series blade models. Available with oval and round shaft in different flexibility characteristics. The new aluminum adjuster with 316L stainless steel screws ensure more durable and tighter fit. The best choice for professional paddlers.


http://www.zjpaddle.com
TY WARP

The Tour blade is made for sea kayaking. Thanks to its slim blade shape you will enjoy hours of effortless paddling. The asymmetric powerface has a slightly dihedral design and offers smooth and flutter free strokes. The blade is reinforced towards the tip with additional layers of material. All our touring paddles feature our WarpLok split system with which you can change feather and length at any time.


http://www.tywarp.com

EASTPOLE PADDLES

KID'S PADDLE

EastPole Paddles offers 3 different sizes of Greenland paddles for children. These paddles are light, with comfortable blade size/shaft diameter and they are unfeathered. Which other paddle would be easier to use, when you make your first steps in paddling?

LENGTH: 170, 180, 190 CM

http://www.eastpolepaddles.com

PERFORMANCE

PALM EQUIPMENT

VISION PADDLE

A high performance touring paddle, the Vision has stiff, lightweight blades, mid-sized to suit a low or high angle paddling style and a lightweight composite shaft. The 2-piece version features our new paddle joint, made entirely from injection molded, glass reinforced Nylon, which lets you to adjust the feather on the go, or to take the paddle apart.

BLADE SIZE: 830 CM^2 - LENGTH: 210, 215, 220

http://www.palmequipmenteurope.com

EGALIS

SWOOP

The Swoop is a smaller sized kayak paddle made for junior paddlers. Swoop is available in 2 parts or 4 parts.


http://www.taheoutdoors.com

PERFORMANCE

AT PADDLES

ODYSSEY GLASS STRAIGHT

The over-sized blade has a faster catch and substantially more purchase. Ideal for shorter trips, with quicker acceleration and more powerful strokes making it easier to roll decked kayaks and maneuver heavy sit-on-top kayaks. Available in full carbon layup, ergonomic or straight shaft.


http://www.atpaddles.com

PERFORMANCE

TNP

PYXIS

Designed by expert paddlers, the balanced performance of the blade together with the shaft of your choice, offers optimal paddling characteristics. You can combine with adjustable coupling to set any angle. Available with shafts diameter 28 or 30 mm.


http://www.tnp.cz

PERFORMANCE

EASTPOLE PADDLES

KID'S PADDLE

http://www.eastpolepaddles.com

PERFORMANCE

AQUA-BOUND

STING RAY HYBRID

The Sting Ray Hybrid is our best selling kayak paddle. It weights just 30.5 ounces. It features a 100% carbon fiber shaft and a fiberglass reinforced nylon blade. The Sting Ray Hybrid features a mid-sized blade, coming in at 87 square inches. The dihedral down the face reduces flutter, making each stroke more efficient. The shaft is oiled on the grip for comfort and so you know the blade’s angle relative to the water. The Hybrid is available in 2 piece and 4 piece options, Posi-Lok or traditional snap-button ferrule, and small shaft diameters.

LENGTH: 210, 220, 230, 240, 250 (CM) - WEIGHT: 30.5 OZ. (865 G) - LEVEL: PERFORMANCE - BLADE SIZE: 6.25” X 18” / 87 SQ. IN. (561 SQ. CM) - FEATHER: 15 DEGREE INCREMENTS LEFT OR RIGHT - MATERIAL: FIBERGLASS REINFORCED NYLON BLADES, 100% CARBON SHAFT

http://www.aquabound.com

NEW

2016

PERFORMANCE

EGLIS

SWOOP

NEW

2016

PERFORMANCE

EGALIS

SWOOP

NEW

2016

PERFORMANCE

PERFORMANCE

PERFORMANCE

PERFORMANCE

NEW

2016
**PROFIPLAST ZIWA kayak paddle** has been designed to meet the functional requirements as well as the high aesthetic demands of contemporary customers. The paddle’s blade is made of tough polypropylene. The mechanical properties of this thermoplastic guarantee excellent product strength and low weight. The overall stiffness of the blade is given by a massive hollow central. The shaft is made of highly solid duraluminium. Volumetric dye penetration, high gloss, selected color and modern shapes deliver exceptional appearance of the paddle. Its high utility value is ensured by mechanical properties of the materials used.

LENGTH: 210, 220, 230, 240 cm - WEIGHT: from 960 g - LEVEL: entry level - BLADE SIZE: 584 cm² - FEATHER: 45° - MATERIAL: polyamide with glass

[http://www.profiplast.com](http://www.profiplast.com)

---

**EGALIS ANGRY BIRDS PADDLE**

This kayak paddle with a unique Angry Birds design will make your kid’s paddling trips more fun than ever. It is a smaller sized paddle that is easy to use and enhance kayaking skills.


[http://www.taheoutdoors.com](http://www.taheoutdoors.com)

---

**STING RAY CARBON**

The Sting Ray paddle features our lightest and most durable blades, made of Carbon-reinforced nylon. The 100% carbon composite shaft is lightweight, yet durable as it reduces fatigue and joint strain. The Sting Ray Carbon features the best ferrule to come from Aqua-Bound, the Posi-Lok ferrule, which clicks into position firmly and securely, and features a strong, corrosion-free composite construction which doesn’t allow grit to get caught inside. The Carbon features a mid-sized blade, coming in at 87 square inches. The dihedral down the face reduces flutter, making each stroke more efficient.

LENGTH: 210, 220, 230, 240, 250 cm - WEIGHT: 28.75 oz. (815 g) - LEVEL: performance - BLADE SIZE: 6.25" X 18" 87 SQ. IN. (561 sq. cm) - FEATHER: 15 DEGREE INCREMENTS LEFT OR RIGHT - MATERIAL: carbon reinforced nylon blade / 100% carbon shaft

[http://www.aquabound.com](http://www.aquabound.com)

---

**TNP PUFFIN**

New light-weight children touring paddle with a smaller blade, 28 mm shaft guarantees that young paddlers will love this paddle. Available with aluminium, fiberglass, or carbon shaft.

LENGTH: 160-220 - WEIGHT: 660 g (with glass shaft) - LEVEL: performance - BLADE SIZE: 509 cm² - FEATHER: any - MATERIAL: polyamide with glass


---

**PROFIPLAST ZIWA**

ZIWA kayak paddle has been designed to meet the functional requirements as well as the high aesthetic demands of contemporary customers. The paddle’s blade is made of tough polypropylene. The mechanical properties of this thermoplastic guarantee excellent product strength and low weight. The overall stiffness of the blade is given by a massive hollow central. The shaft is made of highly solid duraluminium. Volumetric dye penetration, high gloss, selected color and modern shapes deliver exceptional appearance of the paddle. Its high utility value is ensured by mechanical properties of the materials used.

LENGTH: 210, 220, 230, 240 cm - WEIGHT: from 960 g - LEVEL: entry level - BLADE SIZE: 584 cm² - FEATHER: 45° - MATERIAL: PP

[http://www.profiplast.com](http://www.profiplast.com)

---

**AQUA-BOUND STING RAY CARBON**

**PERFORMANCE**

**ENTRY LEVEL**

**ANGRY BIRDS PADDLE**

**ENTRY LEVEL**

**PROFIPLAST ZIWA**

**ENTRY LEVEL**

**ABS RANGE**

**ENTRY LEVEL, DURABLE BLADES**

[www.ainsworthpaddles.co.uk](http://www.ainsworthpaddles.co.uk)
SEA KAYAK SPECIFIC GEAR PFD’S
OFFERING EXTRA FLOTATION AND OPTIONAL SAFETY GEAR FOR USE ON HIGH-LEVEL WHITEWATER.

PEAK UK EXPLORER ZIP
ISO Approved. Olympic Gold medal cut with zip opening and clean lined styling. Tough ripstop Cordura / nylon shell. Neoprene sides with snug free concealed side adjustment. Figure hugging shoulder adjusters with integrated padded covers. 60-80N of environmentally friendly Gaia soft foam. Dual cavernous front pockets, flare and radio pocket with gear clips and sewn drainage holes. Large back pocket for water drinks or a bladder. Reflective stripes and whistle.

Sizes: S/M, L/XL, XXL - Colors: Red / Grey, Blue / Lime
HTTP://WWW.PEAUK.COM

PEAK UK TOURLITE ZIP
ISO Approved. Olympic Gold medal cut with zip opening front and clean lined styling. Tough ripstop Cordura / nylon shell. Neoprene sides with snap free concealed side adjustment. Figure hugging shoulder adjusters. 60-80N of environmentally friendly Gaia soft foam. Two cavernous front pockets with gear clips and sewn drainage holes. Reflective stripes and whistle.

Sizes: S/M, L/XL, XXL - Colors: Orange / Grey
HTTP://WWW.PEAUK.COM

PALM EQUIPMENT PEYTO
Smooth looks and subtle curves conceal a highly capable touring buoyancy aid. Comfort fit foam, a supple face fabric and accessible strap adjustment mean the Peyto fits comfortably next to your skin, or over a jacket. Hidden hand warmers, front pockets to swallow up a radio and other essentials, and a rear pocket to accommodate a drinks reservoir make this a premium quality all season PFD.

Sizes: XS/S - XXL Men’s and Women’s
HTTP://WWW.PALMEQUIPMENTEUROPE.COM

ARTISTIC ORCO ARS 450 D
Orco is a comfortable short PFD for play boating, rafting and sea kayaking. Orco is ISO certificated (EN ISO 12402-4) and is made of ARS 450 D fabric and has a flexible (diagonal flex) foam inside. Comfortable neoprene shoulders with 20 mm shoulder straps and 20 mm side and waist straps are easily adjustable. Orco has a 20 mm vertical/horizontal strap system inside, Spray Protect Zipper pocket, YKK front zipper and 3 M Reflection for safety. M/L 80N Orco PFD weighs approximately 1100 g.

Sizes: XS/S - XL/XXL
HTTP://WWW.TAHEOUTDOORS.COM

YAK GREENBURG 70N
Your definitive touring companion, no matter how far or wide you paddle. The 70N Greenburg is front-zipped for ease of entry and equipped with every essential for lengthy days out on the water. Our revolutionary Axial Core technology provides complete freedom of movement, so you’ll feel no resistance from your Greenburg as go. Molded with 4D cast foam to snugly hug your body and with breathable spacer mesh lining to improve air circulation, it will ensure you are as fresh and comfortable when you arrive as when you set out.

Sizes: S/M, M/L, XL - Colors: Orange Popsicle
HTTP://WWW.YAKADVENTUREEQUIPMENT.COM

YAK XIPE 60N
River calm or choppy sea, the Xipe 60N is the perfect fit for touring without tiring. Its high cut slim line design, adjustable shoulders and concealed waist belt together ensure a great fit with excellent arm mobility. With a built-in hydration pack pocket, it’s a comfortable, practical solution for every day paddling.

Sizes: S/M, M/L, XL - Colors: Orange Popsicle, Fiery Red or Diva Blue
HTTP://WWW.YAKADVENTUREEQUIPMENT.COM
The Yak Whitewater, Touring & Recreational Ranges
Upgrade Yourself
#WhereisYakAt
Yakadventureequipment.com
SEA KAYAK
SPECIFIC GEAR
SPRAYDECKS
BUILT TO KEEP THE WATER OUT IN VARIETY OF CONDITIONS.

STORMM RIDE
ESCAPE
3mm neoprene with neoprene waist. Ideal for kayaks with cockpit sizes L, XL, XXL. Blindstiched, glued and jersey taped seams. Fat and stretchy prints.

WAIST SIZE: XS-XXL - COCKPIT SIZE: L, XL, XXL
HTTP://WWW.STORMMride.com

NOOKIE
COMO TOURING DECK
This easy to put on/take off recreational touring deck is a must-have for general recreational kayaking or day touring. The 4mm neoprene deck is super stretchy which makes it comfortably and easily fit on your boat. It has a 40mm twisted welding failsafe release strap at the front of the deck, or an adjustable webbing knee-strap secondary release for more confidence. The 2.5ply ripstop nylon breathable, waterproof and waist tube is easy to adjust with a shockcord and locking buckle. The adjustable (and removable) braces make the deck comfortable to wear. The Nookie Como Touring Deck features a mesh drained YKK zippered pocket to stow a few essential. All seams are dive quality waterproof taped.

WAIST SIZE: ONE SIZE - COCKPIT SIZE: KEYHOLE, BIG, EXTRA BIG
HTTP://WWW.NOOKIE.CO.UK
HTTPS://WWW.TAHEOUTDOORS.COM

LKM
TOURING SPRAYDECK
High-end spraydeck for sea kayaking and touring. Features: breathable and soil-repellent teflon-coated fabric • adjustable waistband with removable suspenders • zippered mesh pocket on front deck • cockpit part is reinforced with the plastic strip to keep its shape • reflective edging. Available colours: black, blue and red

HTTP://WWW.LKM-SPORT.EU

PALM EQUIPMENT
ROANOKE
For extended adventures by kayak, the right spraydeck is vital. Get the protection of a neoprene deck with the breathability of a fabric waist tube with the Roanoke spraydeck. Equipped with elasticated deck lines, and a light waterproof XP 3-layer waist tunnel, the Roanoke has a durable reinforced rim, and is shaped for comfort on long paddling trips.

DECK SIZES: R3 - R6, WAIST SIZE: ADJUSTABLE 60CM - 127CM
HTTP://WWW.PALMequipMeuPPIE.COM

ARTISTIC
NEOPRENE SPRAYSKIRT
This perfectly fitting waterproof sprayskirt will keep you and your boat dry no matter the weather conditions or while eskimo rolling. Neoprene sprayskirt features an 8mm elastic shockcord and 25mm webbing loop. It is made of 3mm Neoprene with Plush inside and has flatlock stitches sealed with tape.

WAIST SIZE: ADJUSTABLE - COCKPIT SIZE: M: 81.5 X 51 CM • XL: 94 X 54.5 CM
HTTP://WWW.PALMequipMeuPPIE.COM

PALM EQUIPMENT
LOWESWATER
A lightweight combined neoprene and fabric spraydeck, made from premium quality jersey neoprene. With drawcord adjustable waist and removable braces for day touring and recreational kayaking.

DECK SIZES: R4 - R6, WAIST SIZE: ADJUSTABLE 60CM - 127CM
HTTP://WWW.PALMequipMeuPPIE.COM
PALM EQUIPMENT
KAIKOURA
Wind, waves and exposure – open water can remind you how small we are. The Kaikoura is perfect for tackling big adventures, whether you’re using one blade or two. Flex Fit buoyancy foam is the final word on comfort and safety. With lots of carefully placed pockets and stowage, the Kaikoura will carry everything you need, close to hand – even when conditions get rough.
SIZES: S-XXL
HTTP://WWW.NRS.COM

PEAK UK
EXPLORER DECK
Blind stitched and latex sealed seams throughout. 10mm ( 9mm Comp ) shockcord style deck. Lycra binding on all neoprene edges. 4mm tough faced neoprene with printed reinforcing on top. Grippy silicone AO print underneath. No seams in the deck section. Adjustable map holding shockcord on top.
COLOR: BLACK- WASTESIZE: XS/S. M/L. XL/XXL - COCKPITSIZE: COMPOSITE. KEYHOLE.
BIGDECK
HTTP://WWW.PEAKUK.COM

SEALS
CALYPSO FOR WOMEN
A one-of-a-kind, specially made neoprene deck with nylon tunnel hybrid sprayskirt for women. Featuring a lower cut tunnel for improved comfort at the midriff and a durable E-Z stretch 3/8” bungee cord for easier attachment to the rim. Rated for moderate paddling conditions to more extreme conditions when used on composite or thermoformed cockpit rims.
WAISTSIZE: ONE SIZE FITS MOST - COCKPITSIZE: SEALS SIZES 1.2-1.7
HTTP://WWW.SEALSSKIRTS.COM